NAFA
12 U National Rules 2019

As we support our local associations, a gate fee for the tournament entry of $200 is payable to Eagan Fastpitch Association (EFP).

1. 12U bat roster for pool play; Roster, DP, EP or Flex all options in bracket play, games are 70 minutes. Teams must designate to umpire and opposing team before the start of game.

2. Home team is determined by flip of coin.

3. Run rule is 12 after three, 10 after four, eight after five. All games are seven innings with time limits set at 70 minutes. All games tied after 70 minutes go to international tie-breaker with last batter from previous inning being placed on second.

4. Umpires handle all issues on the fields.

5. Tournaments are pool bracket play and then into four double elimination bracket tournaments (platinum, gold, silver, bronze). Brackets are determined by pool finish. 1st and 2nd place to Platinum, 3rd and 4th to Gold, 5th and 6th place to Silver, 7th and 8th Place to Bronze. NOTE: 4th place is the consolation champ.

6. On-deck batters will be placed to the back of the batter for safety purposes.

7. Coaches and parents who use profanity or other unwanted behavior will be directed by tournament directors or umpires to leave the park.

General Rules
40' pitching distance.
NAFA rules apply to play.